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Airport that the LORD decided to make 

an unmistakable move. In that vision 

at the centre of the airport floor, The 

LORD OF HOSTS vividly Spoke with me 

regarding the coming of this notorious 

Pale Horse of the apocalypse. It was on 

that day that as I awaited the trans-

atlantic connecting flight to Sao Paulo, 

when I fell asleep on that Johannesburg 

Airport floor, and moreso within the 

milieu of its vibrance, that I saw the 

vision of THE LORD JEHOVAH concerning 

the gaunt and melancholy that was 

about to befall the earth. In that 

Tremendous visitation, I saw the cruel 

and vicious  rider of the Pale horse as 

he was released from the Throne of 

GOD in heaven, and gradually made his 

way towards the four ends of the earth. 

It was at his imminent release that the 

Massive Voice of The Lord Spoke out 

aloud from heaven saying, 

“LOOK AND SEE 

WHO IS COMING.” 

Already shaken by the enormity 

of The Voice Of The Lord that 

Spoke from heaven in that 

vision, I immediately upon 

turning left, got gripped with 

a great sense of panic when 

I saw the humongous, and 

gigantic horse of heaven that 

was coming in the direction 

of the earth. The horse I saw 

coming towards the earth was a 

In the hope of arriving at an 

awakened and more righteous 

church, GOD ALMIGHTY in heaven 

decided that the time to dispatch forth 

unto the earth a strong deputation 

of fierce horsemen had come. This 

delegation of competent heavenly 

Emissaries, was primarily intended  to 

stir up the bases of human lifestyle, 

and cause men to rethink their course. 

When this delegation of well professed 

four apocalyptic horsemen approached 

the earth in their respective sequences, 

they indeed shook the life of mankind 

to the core. In so doing, these well-

stated ferocious beasts expressed 

an air of profound authority that was 

not designed to impress mankind at 

all, but to command the difference 

between GOD’S requirements and 

man’s haughtiness. And yet their 

vigorous preaching to the inhabitants 

of the earth has now become the 

direct biblical announcement of the 

Coming Messiah! It was in this very 

context that the release of the fourth 

among the four fearsome  horsemen 

of the apocalypse turned out to be the 

tipping point on humanity's ungodly 

lifestyle. It greatly betold of how the 

reek of man's immoral leanings had 

finally saturated the centres of power 

in heaven. It is no wonder then, that 

on the July 29th day of the year 2009, 

and while asleep on the floor at the O. 

R. Tambo Johannesburg International 

THE PALE HORSE 
RELEASED IN EGYPT  
JULY 29th, 2009 VISION FULFILLED

pale one whose demeanour exuded a 

great authority of ferociousness all the 

way. However, what struck me most 

about his coming was the impunity of 

his advent, and the obvious display 

of his unstoppable determination to 

succeed in his mission. All this cruelty 

was well demonstrated in the narrative 

of the rage of his revered pacing 

across the face of the earth. Firstly, 

it was the sheer size of his build that 

stunned me beyond measure in that  

alarming vision. And secondly, it was 

the unmistakable cruelty of his mean 

appearance that gave it all away! This 

is what dealt its final blow on me, 

when it struck me speechless, that this 

horseman actually as a matter of fact 

beheld a deathly awe. At this point in 

that vision, I was already beginning to 

well perceive that indeed this would be 

the fiercest of all the four horsemen of 

the endtime. Within that vision, it was 

already becoming a very serious issue 

on how to maintain my composure, 

and yet still be able to grasp this most 

crucial message that the Lord was 

dispensing unto the nations. It was in 

that nick of time that finally the Lord 

drew the Pale Horse with his rider 

towards me. With the movement of 

respect and almost of fear, I stood on 

his way thereby causing him to come 

to a complete and an abrupt stop right 

in front of me. Death and hades indeed 

on that day came to a complete stop 

right before me.

The Pale Horseman who was released on February 18, 2011 at the 
Tahrir Square during the Egyptian Riots. He brings to the earth the 
pale colour implying death upon the face of the earth.
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FOURTH HORSEMAN: 
HIS PALE COLOUR

Going by the current progression 

of situations that have today 

dissipated upon this earth, 

it is vividly clear that the horsemen 

of the apocalypse have continued 

to debouch-on forward unimpeded. 

This tenor must continue because of 

the critical end dispensation that the 

church has entered into, towards the 

most anticipated coming of the LORD 

in the rapture, unless mankind relents 

and repents. These prophecies on 

the coming of the four horsemen of 

the apocalypse were eloquently and 

faithfully transmitted to the church 

by the Lord Jesus Himself, in Matthew 

24, Mark 13, and Luke 21. A careful 

examination of the manner in which 

the LORD Jesus relayed them in HIS 

oracles, reveals that their unveiling 

to humanity in those scriptures 

cannot constitute anything less then a 

listening-in on GOD’s concealed agenda 

for humanity. In that significant Mount 

of Olives discourse, it can be accurately 

said without fear of contradiction 

that the church on that day literally 

eavesdropped on the sacred secrets 

abound GOD’s Throneroom, regarding 

the redemption of mankind. This  is 

the principal reason as to why the 

prophecies on the release of the four 

apocalyptic horsemen thus had to be 

accurately fulfilled in accordance with 

the fullness of time. These four vicious 

horsemen of the apocalypse leave 

no stone unturned on their mission, 

thereby cardinally symbolizing the 

final endtime culmination of the most 

traumatic and horrendous beginning 

of sorrows to ever befall this ungodly 

and rebellious generation. They 

paint one of the most gruesome and 

ominous pictures ever to transpire 

upon the image of mankind, in this 

very critical pre-rapture season. 

7When the Lamb opened the 
fourth seal, I heard the voice of 
the fourth living creature say, 
“Come!” 8I looked, and there 
before me was a pale horse! 

Its rider was named Death, 
and Hades was following close 
behind him. They were given 
power over a fourth of the 
earth to kill by sword, famine 
and plague, and by the wild 
beasts of the earth (Rev 6:7-8).

WARNING!

It is very important that the church 

understands that in the prophetic 

linear scale of GOD, it is these 

four horsemen of the apocalypse that 

sound the last warning for the church 

to repent, and turn away from sin, 

in order to retrace her path back to 

the pre-ordained highway of holiness 

(Isaiah 35:8-9). This kind of turn-

around is what would define a genuine 

repentance, and bear the capacity to 

prepare the present-day believers for 

rapture. Such a preparation for the 

coming of the Messiah would have 

to meet GOD’S irreducible minimum 

of absolute holiness. While it is truly 

important to acknowledge that the 

release of the rider of the pale horse 

of the apocalypse essentially marked 

the last warning to the church, it is 

however much more imperative that 

such warning be heeded and fully 

actualized into a genuine change of 

heart and moral re-alignment in favour 

of GOD’S holiness, within the realm of 

this present-day body of Christ. This 

is because following the release of the 

fourth horsemen of the apocalypse 

(pale horse), the message that the 

wedding of the Lamb can take place 

at anytime now, is well trumpeted to 

even the most ardent of atheists! And 

that is why the effects of the fourth 

horseman of the apocalypse are greatly 

aggravated, human sophistication 

and advancement not withstanding. 

What is particularly most telling about 

the mission of this fourth horse, is 

the fact that its rider is unfortunately 

called DEATH. Going by his name, it 

then becomes abundantly clear that 

he comes to do nothing else, other 

than to destroy and kill the rebellion 

of mankind, whose ungodly ways have 

riled off the patience of this hour! 

In its galactic crusade, this awful 

fourth horseman of the apocalypse 

appears to have been granted some 

raw unchecked powers to summarily 

take away life, of upto to a whole 

one quarter of the earth’s population 

(Rev 6:7-8). Therefore, in that July 29, 

2009 vision of the release of this pale 

horseman, it is astounding that his 

despatch greatly coincides with when 

the holy church of Christ (the elect) is 

taken up in the rapture. The critical 

theme then immediately becomes the 

tight window within which the church 

is supposed to prepare in absolute 

righteousness in readiness for being 

taken up. 
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Immediately following the July 

29th, 2009 vision of the LORD at 

the O. R. T.  Johannesburg Airport, 

the MAN OF GOD THE PROPHET began 

to traverse and criss-cross the entire 

face of the earth in a relentless and an 

unfathomable crusade to announce to 

the earth that He had seen the release 

of the Pale Horseman from GOD's 

Throne. And central to this mission 

was the fact that  the MAN OF GOD 

PROPHECY OF EBOLA
The November 2009 Pronouncement 
That Brought Ebola To The Earth 

relentlessly hauled out that a time 

had now come for all humanity of all 

races, and all creed, to fully submit 

unto the unassailable Lordship of 

Christ Jesus the Messiah in a novel 

process of genuine repentance for 

their timely redemption. While that 

journey may have taken Him from 

Cities of Venezuela all through to 

Canada, and all the way to Seoul, South 

Korea, and through Europe, Africa, 

and Australia, the central theme of 

that journey however did not ever 

loose focus on the release of the rider 

of the Pale Horse. Within that global 

conversation that the MAN OF GOD THE 

PROPHET had with the church of Christ 

worldover, HE always came out vividly 

clear on the horrendous unbearable 

and bespeakable consequences that 

this Pale horseman would bear down 

on the fate of humanity. Apart from 

trumpeting the need to observe a keen 

repentance, in order to mitigate on 

the suffering that the earth was about 

to undergo, the MAN OF GOD also 

plainly chronicled these utterances on 

the NOVEMBER 2009 EDITION OF THE 
REPENTANCE & HOLINESS MAGAZINE 
WHICH CARRIED AN EXCLUSIVE 
FEATURE ON THE PALE HORSE.

PALE IN COLOR

The key identity that projects 

from this fourth horseman of 

the apocalypse comes from 

none other than the fact that he is 

the only horseman whose real name 

is given in the bible (Rev 6:7-8). His 

name is DEATH and hades follows 

him very closeby. However, the main 

identity that this fourth horseman 

projects, is from his Pale colour. For 

reasons arising from the aftermath he 

is intended to unleash across the face 

of the earth, this fourth horseman of 

the apocalypse can also essentially 

be referred to as PESTILENCE. In the 

EXCERPTS FROM THE NOVEMBER 2009 EDITION 

enormous body of knowledge that 

goes a long way in underscoring its 

intended mission. It becomes key 

to emphasise that pale exemplifies 

ashen appearance, like the colour of 

ash. It is this ashy appearance that 

marks the characteristic of the DEAD. 

Therefore, at the mere mention of 

pale, one is normally prompted to 

think of someone who is feeling SICK, 

ANAEMIC-LOOKING, DEATHLY LOOKING, 

OR AILING. Pale is a direct translation 

Of The Repentance & Holiness Magazine
A CLEAR 5 YEARS BEFORE THE EBOLA OUTBREAK 

English Dictionary a pestilence can be 

defined as a fatal epidemic disease, 

or a disease that causes many people 

to die. Other versions of the English 

Dictionary still go ahead to define 

a pestilence as a CONTAGIOUS or 

INFECTIONS epidemic disease that is 

VIRULENT  and devastating. Moreover, 

other versions of the English Dictionary 

still go on to define a PESTILENCE as 

a deadly and overwhelming disease 

that affects an entire community. 

Nevertheless, returning to the Pale 

Horse and the identity PALE colour it 

exudes, one is able to extract out an 
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from a Greek word called chloros. 

Chloros basically signifies the colour 

of chlorophyll, the property that gives 

plants their healthy, green colour. But 

used in the biblical context, pale then 

becomes the colour of DISEASE or 

SICKNESS, the reason for which other 

biblical translations describe the pale 

horse as an ash-coloured horse. The 

bible also defines it as horse sickly-

green or an ashy-pale horse. Albeit, we 

know that Christ Jesus the revelation, 

is the only one who has the authority 

to correctly translate for the church the 

meaning and implication of the release 

of the pale horse.  This, as we have 

mentioned, is because only Christ Jesus 

has the ascendancy to break open even 

the fourth seal on the scroll. 

1 There will be great 
earthquakes, famines and 
pestilences in various places, 
and fearful events and great 
signs from heaven (Luke 21:11).

THE NOV 2009 EBOLA PROPHECY 
THAT SHOOK THE EARTH IN 2014

The man of the Pale Horse 

signifies GLOBAL ENCIRCLING 
PLAGUES and PANDEMICS that 

are soon to appear. Even greater 
GLOBAL PANDEMICS ARE SOON GOING 

TO BE REPORTED all across the globe, 

as the rider of the pale horse traverses 

the four ends of the earth. Global 

pandemics are going to be the greatest 

challenge for mankind to surmount 

in this last hour prior to rapture. A 

relationship surely exists between the 

second, third and fourth horseman. 

GOD ALMIGHTY releases these horsemen 

to counter the gross disobedience and 

worldliness that mankind has adopted 

towards him, in this age. 

9 “Therefore I bring charges 
against you again,” declares the 
Lord. “And I will bring charges 
against your children’s children 
(Jer 2:9).

It is surely the LORD that has now 

smitten the earth with such traumatic 

experiences, as never witnessed before 

(Dan 12:1). And yet the Lord vividly 

asserts that those whose names will 

be found written in the book of life of 

the Lamb, will be delivered. That can 

only imply that for mankind to suffer 

the tragedies of the horsemen. The 

pale horseman of the apocalypse sups 

away the livelihood and healthiness 

of mankind to the point that he lives 

the human being shrivelled and faint. 

He does this by 

intensifying the 

horrific effects 

of disease and 

sickness across 

the fibre of 

mankind. The 

overall effect 

of this fourth 

horseman appears to be that of 

rendering man totally unproductive and 

ineffective as a result of scavenging 

ravages of disease. 

17 yes, this is what the Lord 
Almighty says: “I will send 
the sword, famine and plague 
against them and I will make 
them like poor figs that are 
so bad they cannot be eaten. 
18 I will pursue them with the 

sword, famine and plague and 
will make them abhorrent to all 
the kingdoms of the earth and 
an object of cursing and horror, 
of scorn and reproach, among 
all the nations where I drive 
them (Jer 29:17-18).

Like did the LORD warn Israel before 

the onset of any calamity, so has he 

warned not only the church but also 

the nations of the earth to repent, 

lest they be faced with the severe 

consequences of rebellion. 

FOREWARNED 

As all these pangs take centre stage 

in the troubled life of today’s modern 

man, no christian can claim that they 

were not forewarned on the devastating 

effects of the horsemen. The scripture 

has been without ambiguity on the fact 

that these horsemen would be released 

in consecutive succession, at this hour 

prior to the wedding feast of the Lamb. 

The testimony of which is the book 

of Daniel, which, in its entirety, is an 

endtime prophecy. The phenomenon 

brought to the earth by these four 

horsemen were truly foretold by Daniel 

the Prophet in Daniel 12:1, and by our 

precious LORD Jesus in Matthew 24. 

Modernity and today’s post-modernism 

do not fit into GOD’S requirements 

for mankind. The LORD’S benchmark 

standard of holiness cuts 

across centuries, and 

also still binds all nations 

regardless of wealth and 

political status. As did 

the LORD command Israel, 

that if they would follow 

his holy requirements 

they would be blessed; so has he 

commanded this generation. Likewise, 

as did the LORD chide Israel that a 

failure to abide by his requirements 

would be an automatic curse, so it is 

with this generation. GOD does not 

change, for which reason he gave 

us Jesus Christ of Nazareth as our 

intercessor before him. 

The healthy leaf presents 
the green colour of 
chlorophyll  which 
represents good health 
and life.

The unhealthy leaf 
presents the pale colour 
of sickness and death 
since such a leaf is dying 
and looses its chloros, the 
green colour.

The Pale Horseman brings to the earth the pale 
colour implying death upon the face of the earth.
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Prophecy of the Horrific 
EBOLA OUTBREAK
October 8, 2012

When THE LORD GOD ALMIGHTY 

Spoke with HIS Servant the 

PROPHET on that October 

8th, 2012 night, regarding the coming 

of an EBOLA PANDEMIC, THE MAN OF 

GOD called the Radio Station and went 

LIVE on Jesus is LORD Radio. When HE 

went LIVE on air, these are the words 

that the PROPHET OF THE LORD Spoke 

to the entire globe that 

was tuned in. These 

words have been quoted 

verbatim in this article.  

"The LORD spoke with 

me this morning in a 

conversation that has 

just come from the 

THRONE ROOM of GOD 

ALMIGHTY. In that conversation, the 

LORD GOD ALMIGHTY, the Creator of 

Heaven and the earth, the GOD of 

Israel, He has spoken with me about 

the coming of the MESSIAH. And in that 

conversation, the LORD has spoken 

about distress that is coming, and the 

LORD has spoken about a very severe 

disease that is going to visit the earth. 

These are diseases—incurable diseases 

that are coming to the earth. I see 

diseases coming to the earth. I see 

a severe form of skin 

disease. It looks more 

like leprosy coming 

to the earth. It’s very, 

very scary because 

that disease is very 

infectious. The LORD 

already took me ahead 

of time and put me 

in that  future day and I already saw 

people running, and grappling with 

that highly infectious disease. Anyone 

who touches that disease, by greeting 

and shaking hands, will be infected. 

And it grows like leprosy over ones 

body and over anyone’s body. When 

that disease does come, it will grow 

over the bodies of the people of the 

earth that are infected. It was a most 

disturbing dream. I was very disturbed 

when I woke up because it looks very 

bad. It was 

very unsightly 

when I saw it. 

Again I repeat, 

I see a severe 

form of skin 

infection. I 

don’t know 

whether it’s a 

disease inside 

the body that 

manifests in the skin, but it looks more 

like a skin infection because I saw 

the manifestation on the skin and all 

over the sides of the body. There were 

Prophecy Of Severe Highly Contagious 
Disease Coming To The Earth

Given LIVE on Jesus Is LORD Radio. 
Visit The October 8, 2012 YouTube below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rk94qp34RR8 

AND THE PROPHET OF THE 
LORD CALLED IN LIVE ON 
JESUS IS LORD RADIO AND 
WARNED OF THE COMING 
EBOLA

The blisters and moldings on the 
skin that the MAN OF GOD saw 
way back on October 8th, 2012.
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severe unsightly growths, growths, 

and growths that looked like leprosy 

all over the body. And for whosoever 

is infected, when they scratch those 

swellings, they bleed profusely. And as 

it bleeds then pus forms—pusy flesh! 

As the pus forms on those infected 

persons, it then begins to mould, and 

build up! It moulds up to the backs of 

those infected persons, eeeeeeeeeeeh! 

(EXCLAMATION) The mouldings and 

swellings that the LORD showed me will 

spread on the backs of people, and 

their legs too. An infectious disease is 

indeed coming to the earth and it looks 

more like a skin disease and I see it 

grow on the bodies of the people that 

will be infected. It is a very 

fearful and infectious disease 

because whoever touches 

the door of a car with it, will 

infect any other person that 

touches the same car door. 

I saw people touching the doors of 

cars and then getting infected! Those  

greeting by hand were also infected. 

It was very, very infectious in this 

mighty conversation of the LORD this 

past night. So I see that this disease 

is going to be extremely 

infectious and it’s going to 

be most disturbing. It will 

be very unsightly to look 

at, when it does come to 

the earth. When a kid is 

infected it’s very unsightly 

just like leprosy is! However, it will be 

a little worse than leprosy because the 

growths protrude up 

like they are growing 

over the body. It is 

absolutely a crazy sight 

to look at! It is very 

disturbing. Well, upon 

the release of the 4th horseman the 

BIBLE says in the Book of Revelation 

chapter 6 that one of 

the tools that would be 

in play, the instrument 

that would be in play 

at this time would be 

diseases. And these 

are the events that wind down and 

countdown towards the 

coming of the MESSIAH 

because upon the breaking 

of the 5th seal then you will 

see the souls of those who 

have been persecuted for 

preaching CHRIST—for testifying CHRIST; 

for worshipping; for evangelizing 

CHRIST. And that means that at that 

time the church will be out of this place 

because for as long as the church is 

on the earth she will always testify 

CHRIST, worship CHRIST and 

evangelize CHRIST. And so on 

this 4th seal, now you can 

see that very strange diseases 

are coming to the earth  in 

the most incurable forms, 

most disturbing! Their mani-

festation will be in the most 

unsightly forms. Prepare the 

way. Turn to righteousness 

and walk in holiness. Turn 

away from sexual sin, 

sexual lust. There is a lot of 

sexual lust in the church; 

the heedlessness; there 

is so much heedlessness, 

disobedience in the church 

of CHRIST today. They do not 

even know 

how the LORD 

speaks. Even 

when the 

LORD speaks 

they cannot 

perceive the 

instruction therein because of the 

carnality; they use carnal flesh; their 

carnal beings. Their carnal 

persons; their carnal 

minds to try to perceive 

the things of the LORD. 

The LORD is calling upon 

the nations of the earth 

and the church of CHRIST to prepare 

for the glorious coming of the MESSIAH. 

And this is the hour to 

prepare. These are the signs 

the LORD is using that the 

church may know that time 

for the MESSIAH to take the 

holy elect is nigh. The time 

is close now. May 

those who have 

their spiritual 

ears open and 

listen to the Voice 

of the LORD. 

Shalom.  AND SURE ENOUGH, COME 

JULY 2014, THESE SHARP WORDS OF 

THE MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD 

WERE ACCURATELY FULFILLED AND 

THE EBOLA  VIRUS STRUCK THE EARTH 

TODATE. The Messiah is coming.     

Even during this August 28, 2010 night 
vigil, the MAN OF GOD THE PROPHET 
pronounced that terrible infectious and 
incurable diseases were coming to the 
earth.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dFvkvcnJl4w


